EWAN 'HEND0' HENDERSON
WHISKY & RUM AMBASSADOR
S P E A K E R

P R O F I L E

Ewan ‘Hendo’ Henderson is a Scotch whisky & rum professional from Glasgow Scotland.
Certified whisky ambassador & WSET qualified, Ewan led a spirits portfolio in 40+
markets around the globe. For the last decade, storytelling Scotch whisky, rum & fine
drinks from production to maturation, brought to life in vibrant new ways.
Expect the unexpected and to be swept across regions immersed in incredible stories.
Ewan has collaborated with scientists at the University of Glasgow to explore sensory
science & molecular pairing for large live events at multiple International science
festivals including the science of whisky, gin botanicals & craft beer. Inspired by
research curiosity & driven by a desire to know more. This resulted in a first; being able
to confidently pair Scotch whisky at a molecular level, Sharing the chemical pathways
of flavour earned him the nickname 'molecular magician'. 100+ pairings later, this has
allowed a deeper appreciation to be shared. Hosting exclusive 5-star dining
experiences at royal residences & venues across Asia, Europe, South Africa & the U.S.A.
Ewan’s passion for heritage, craftsmanship and the people behind distilleries shines
through. He’s a master storyteller fluent in all whisk(e)y, r(h)um, gin, cocktails & craft
beer. Delving deeper into the sciences of chemistry & geoscience are some of his
favourite topics. Gasp at Scotland's geological journey in ”3 Billion Years in the Glass!”
The Geography of Taste & many more illuminating stories and interactive experiences.
An ambassador for Scotland at British Embassy events across Asia, presenting
Worldchefs at the International Culinary Institute & HOFEX Hong Kong, Caledonian
Society of France at the Scots College, Paris, MIPIM in Cannes, South Africa FNB
Premier Lounge for 1500 VIP guests & media, Speaker at Whisky Live Paris, South Africa,
Malt Masters Hong Kong, Singapore Cocktail Festival, American Club Hong Kong, Nobu
in Doha, IEEE POCO conference, press dinners in NYC & spirits judge at World Drinks
Awards London & many blue-chip corporate events is only a few of his appearances.
Expect a fun lively session, relaxed and informal, guests can interact throughout.
Look forward to meeting you all, and as we say in Scotland...
Slàinte Mhath!

erhenderson@outlook.com
Youtube.com/c/EwanHenderson
HendoTalks.com

Speaker | Spirit Educator | YouTube Host

